
Get a comprehensive view of exactly what happened and who was 

best tools to help you analyze computers, mobile devices, and network 

The FTK Suite

interoperable and can be combined in powerful, scalable, complementary 

processing and stability—FTK.

Which FTK is right for you?
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FTK® Imager for Data Preview & Imaging
FTK Imager is a FREE data preview and imaging tool that 
lets you quickly assess electronic evidence to determine 
if further analysis with a forensic tool such as Forensic 
Toolkit (FTK®) is warranted. Create forensic images of 
local hard drives, CDs and DVDs, thumb drives or other 

hash reports and mount images.
FREE DOWNLOAD

FTK® Enterprise  
& Incident Response  
FTK Enterprise provides deep visibility into live data, 
directly at the endpoint, helping you conduct faster, 
more targeted enterprise-wide post-breach, HR, 

an issue, all within a Zero Trust framework.
LEARN MORE

FTK® Central for Web-Based 

FTK Central features limitless scalability, blazing-fast 

review their own evidence, reducing lab backlogs. 
By centralizing evidence, agencies can collaborate 

LEARN MORE

 
 

The Original FTK® Forensic Toolkit
The gold standard in digital forensics, FTK Forensic 

all while ensuring your evidence is preserved in 

unallocated disk space. Find the data other tools miss!
LEARN MORE

FTK® Lab  
& Distributed Processing  

scalable environment with FTK Lab. As a centralized 

faster.  Easily deployed in a cloud environment like AWS 
or Azure to control costs and save on hardware.
LEARN MORE

FTK® Connect for Automated 

FTK Connect easily automates the power and speed 

searches, labels, and exports – all without any user 

capture and preserve endpoint data immediately upon 

LEARN MORE

FTK® SUITE
No matter the type of forensic investigation, there’s an FTK solution designed for your 

defensible, forensically sound collection and analysis.

Download a FREE copy of the 
FTK Imager Data Preview & Imaging tool. 


